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Collectively compact se.ts of (linear) operators in Banach spaces have been 
studied and used by P. M. An&one [2] and others in connection with integral 
operators. In this paper we show that a relevant part of the theory extends to 
bounded (in general nonlinear) operators in locally convex spaces. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of collective compactness of a set of (linear) operators in Banach 
spaces has been introduced by Anselone and Rloore [4], where this notion has 
been proved useful in the study of integral equations. The subsequent investiga- 
tions by Anselone and co-authors showed equally that the collectively compact 
and precompact sets of operators deserve interest of their own (see [2] for a 
detailed account and for further references, e.g., [3, 5, 141). Here we are espe- 
cially interested in the properties which relate these sets with the sets of corrc- 
sponding adjoints [3, 14, 2, pp. 82-911; these properties have been expressed 
for linear operators in Banach spaces. On the other hand, the concept of the 
adjoint for “&-bounded” mappings with values in locally convex spaces has 
been defined and used for an extension of Schauder’s and Gantmacher’s theorem 
in [6]. Applications of the theory of &-bounded compact mappings have been 
given in [6, 7, 9, 11; further connected results, also in the direction of Banach- 
Steinhaus theorems for nonlinear mappings, have been proven in [lo, 11, 121. 
Here we show that the theory of collectively compact sets of (linear) operators in 
Banach spaces on one side and the theory of &-bounded mappings in locally 
convex spaces on the other side are related and can both he used for the proof 
of new results which partly extend either theory towards the other (and in 
particular the classical results on linear compact mappings [ 15. pp. 153-l 541). We 
close with an application to the Urysohn integral operator. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X denote a nonvoid set and Ypp denote a system of nonempty subsets with 
union X such that for any A, , A, E J&’ there exists A E JZZ with A, u A, C A. 
An operator f  from X into a separated locally convex space Y is called 
&-bounded [&- (pre-) compact] iff&4 is bounded [contained in a (pre-) compact 
subset] in Y for every 4 E &; a set jT of d-bounded operators f  : X - Y is 
called collectively JZ?- (pre-) compact if Z-4 := (JsExf-Lz is contained in a 
(pre-) compact subset of Y (topological concepts are used in the sense of [15]). 
06 being the scalar field, let E be a linear subspace of the M-linear space F&X, K) 
of all &-bounded mappings e: X- lt6. In E we consider the topology Ted of 
uniform convergence on the sets of &; a base of neighborhoods is given by the 
sets EA@, E > 0, A E sl, where -4s : = {e E E: 1 ex 1 < 1 for x E a} is the “P-polar” 
of 4 E& [6, p. 6]. The pairing (X, E) is called a generalized dual system [IO, 
p. 121 if E separates the points of X, that is, the mapping KE: A+ E’ :-= 
(E, T,)‘, x H K~X, with (KEx, e:> :== ex, e E E, is injective. For an &-bounded 
mapping f: X + Y, the adjoint f’: Y’ -FF,(X, K) is defined by f’y’ := 
y’ of, y’ E Y’ [6, p. 91. The adjoint is linear and /3(Y’, Y) - T&-continuous. 
We denote by B,(X, E’) the K-linear space of &‘-bounded mappings f  : X -+ Y 
whose adjoints take their values in E. In this space the topology of uniform 
convergence on the sets of ~2 is again denoted by T,, . A base of neighborhoods 
is given by the absolutely convex and closed sets IV,,, : = {f E B,(X, E’): 
fA C I;>, A E -d, I- E V, where V is a base of absolutely convex and closed 
neighborhoods of zero in I’. I f  Y and E are complete then (Bc(X, Y), T,) is 
complete. Forf e B,(X, Y) we denote byf, the restriction off to A E ~8’ and by 
fi the function Y’ --f EA : = {eA: e E E}, y’ -f y’ 0 fA . EA is a normed space with 
/( eA 11 : = sup{/ e.r 1: .z: E A). For a subset x C B,(X, Y) and A E .d we define 
Z, := {fA:f~Z-} and 3-i := {fi:f~X). LetL((Y’,/3), (E, T,)) [L((Y’, u), 
(E, u))] denote the H-linear space of the continuous linear mappings 
u:(Y’,fi(Y’, Y))-+(E, T&) [u: (Y’, a(Y’, Y”))-+(E, o(E, E’))] and Tw the topo- 
logy of uniform convergence on the system G? of equicontinuous subsets of Y’. 
A neighborhood base of absolutely convex and closed sets in TV is given by the 
sets N VO.A~ : = {u: ub’” C AB}, A E <r/‘, I,-E % ‘. We remark that either mapping #, 
&s: t&(X Y), T-M=) - VU”, P), (6 L/h Tq), f-f” 
A,: (&(X’, I’), Td) - (L((l-‘. 4, (Et 4). TV), f ++f’, 
is a topological isomorphism on the range R of 4. In fact, $ is well defined and 
linear, t/f = 0 implies f = 0, and 4 is continuous and relatively open because 
for A E &, 1’ E -t. we have 
#(w,J’) = {f’: f E &(X, y),f-4 c v) 
1 iyf’: f $y I’), f ’ I,‘” c .P] 
v-,.4 
For further details see [6, 10. 111. 
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3. PRECOMPACT SETS OF &'-PRRCOMPACT OPERATORS IN (BE(X,Y), Td) 
Palmer [14] proved that for normed spaces X, Y, a subset % CL(X, Y) is a 
precompact set of precompact operators i f f  Z and L%‘-’ are collectively precom- 
pact, i f f  XX, is precompact and .X’y’ is precompact for each y’ E Yi , or i f f  
L%JC is precompact for each x E X7r and Z’Y; is precompact (the subscript 1 
denoting the unit ball in the corresponding space). We use the nonlinear version 
of Schauder’s theorem [6, p. 131 to get the following extension of his results. 
THEOREM 1. For a subset ~47 of B,(X, Y) the f El o owing conditions are equiv- 
alent: 
(a) x is a T&-precompact set of &-precompact operators. 
(b) x’ is a TV-precompact set of V-compact operators in L(Y’, E). 
(c) S? is collectively &-precompact and Z’ is collectively V-precompact. 
(d) &‘- is collectively x2-precompact and for all y’ E I” the set 2-‘-v’ is 
precompact in E. 
(e) x’ is collectively V-precompact and for all x E S the set 2-x is pre- 
compact in Y. 
Proof. It follows from the properties of # that Z is Td-precompact i f f  
LV is Te-precompact. Furthermore, by [6, p. 131 an element in B,(X, Y) is 
&-precompact ifi its adjoint is GP-compact. Hence we have (a) o(b). Now 
assume (a) and let A E LZ?, I’ E V be given. There are elements fi ,..., fn E X 
such that ~7 C (Jy=, (fi + W,.,). Hence x4 C lJy=, (fiA + 77). Because 
fr ,..., f,, are &-precompact there are elements yi ,..., y,,> E (JL, fiA with 
(Jr=, fiA C UC, (yj + V). It follows that x-4 C Uj”=, (yj + 2V), so that (a) 
implies the first part of(c). S imilarly (b) implies the second part, so that (a) 9 (b) 
3 (c). Because J+’ covers X and V covers Y’ we have (c) 3 (d) and (c) Z- (e). 
Now we prove (e) 3 (a). Let A E &, I’ E %’ be given. The completion E of 
(E, Td) is the closure E of E in the complete space (F&(X, W), Td) [IO, p. 291. 
We can identify (2, T,)’ = (E, TM)’ with E’ [I 5, p. 1081; each element of 
(,!?, Td)’ being a continuous extension of an element in E’. By assumption, 
X’V” is precompact in (E, Td), hence also in (E, Td) and the closure S of 
.%?’ 1” in (E, Td) is compact. Because rcEA C AB” (Ae taken in E, As” taken in E’) 
KEA is equicontinuous on 8. Hence rcEA Is is a bounded set of equicontinuous 
functions on (S, T.d n S). By Arzela-Ascoli’s theorem, there exist elements 
a, ,..., a, E iz such that for all e’ E ~~4, 
inf sup I(e’, s) - (fcEai, s>l < 1. 
is{1 . . . ..n} SES 
In particular we have for all x E A, 
inf sup0 1(1$x - 2ai ,f’y’)l < 1. 
ia{l,...,d y,d$ 
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For each i E {l,..., n} there exists by assumption a finite set {fi,r ,...rfi,ki} C X 
such that 
xa, c ij (fi,jzj + V). 
This implies that for each i E {I ,..., nj we have for allfE X 
The following estimate holds for all s E -4, f  E X, y’ E I,‘“: 
hence we have for every f~ .X 
which means that X C Uy=‘=, &, (fimj + W,d,3V), so that .X is Y’d-precompact. 
Because X’ is collectively %7-precompact, each element f’ E X’ is %?-pre- 
compact. It follows that eachfg Y is &-precompact (see the proof of (b) =- (a) 
in [6, Theorem 51). This proves (e) =- (a), and (d) 3 (b) is proved in a similar 
way. 
4. d-~YEAKLY COMPACT OPERATORS IN B,(S, Y) 
If  I7 is endowed with its weak topology U( I-, I”) the zY-precompact mappings 
coincide with the &-bounded mappings. To investigate the validity of a cor- 
responding result for <d-weakly compact operators we first improve upon an 
earlier extension of Gantmacher’s Theorem [6, Theorem 4, p. I ?]. Let us recall 
that an .&-bounded mapping f  : S - lV is called &-weakly compact if jA is 
contained in an absolutely convex ~(1’. I-‘)-compact subset of I- for- -1 E .d. 
THEOREM 2. Let f E B,(-Y, IV) and consider the following statements: 
(a) f is &-weakly compact. 
(/3) f’ maps the /?(I-‘, I;)-bounded sets into a(E, E’)-compact sets. 
Then the following holds: If 
(1) every absolute<y conzrex /3( I“, I.)-bounded set in I;’ is relatively CT( E-‘, I-)- 
compact, we have (a) zm (j?). If 
(2) I- is closed in (I-“, ,f3( I-“, I-‘)), we have (/3) -’ (a). 
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Proof. I f  (a) holds, f’ is u(Y’, Y) - a(E, E’)-continuous [6, Theorem 1, 
p. 111. Hence (/!I) follows from (1). N ow assume @). Because f’ is u(Y’, Y”) - 
o(E, E’)-continuous and maps the u( Y’, Y”)-bounded (equivalently the /3( Y’, Y)- 
bounded) sets into absolutely convex u(E, E’)-compact sets, f  “: (E’, T(E’, E)) + 
(Y”, p(Y”, Y’)) is continuous [15, p. 481 and therefore a(E’, E) - u(II”, Y”‘)- -- 
continuous. The u(Y”, Y”‘)- c osure 1 co fA of the absolutely convex hull of fi-1, 
A E JZZ, coincides with the /3( Y”, I-‘)-closure and is by (2) contained in Y. On the -- 
other hand, co fA is contained in f  “As”‘, which is u( Y”, I”“)-compact by the 
continuity off’ and the u(E’, E)-compactness of Aa”. Hence co fA is u( Y”, Y”‘)- 
(equivalently u(Y”, Y”‘) n Y-) compact. Because u(E”‘, Y”‘) n I- is finer than 
u(Y, Y’), zf2 is u(Y, Y’)-compact. This proves (a). 
I-. Krishnamurthy has termed the separated locally convex spaces with 
property (I) “quasi-M-barrelled” [13, p. 3371. He has proved that a separated 
locally convex space I’ possesses the properties (1) and (2) i f f  Y is minimal in I”‘, 
which means by definition that Y is /3(Y”, Y’)-closed in Y”, that Y is u(I"', I")- 
dense in I’” and that no proper subspace of Y has these last properties [13, 
p. 338-j. 
COROLLARY. I f  Y is minimal in Y” and complete, a member f  E B,(X, Y) is 
d-weakly compact $f f  ’ is g-weakly compact. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2 we only need to show that under the given 
assumptions (/3) holds i f f  f’ maps the equicontinuous sets into absolutely convex 
u(E, E’)-compact subsets. Because each equicontinuous subset of Y’ is /3( Y’, Y)- 
bounded the necessity of the last condition is obvious. To prove its sufficiency, 
we remark that the condition and the completeness of Y imply that f’ is 
u(Y’, E-) - u(E, E’)- con t inuous [6, Theorem 3, p. 121, and (/3) follows from (1). 
THEOREM 3. Let Y be minimal in Y” and let Y and E be complete. For a 
subset Z of B,(X, Y) the following conditions are equiualent: 
(a’) Z is a Td-precompact set of d-weakly compact operators. 
(b’) .r is a TV-precompact set of V-weakly compact operators in L( I”, E). 
In this case we have 
(c’) ~4’- is collectively d-weakly compact (i.e., (Jtex co fJ is relatively 
weakly compact for A E ,d), and IC’ is collectively V-zoeakly compact. 
Proof. The properties of 1+5 and the corollary of Theorem 2 imply the equiv- 
alence (a’) 9 (b’). To show that 
i. 
a’) implies the first part of (c’) let A E LP’ be 
given and consider a net yi : = XkLl iqfi(.i(.lcki) (fi E x, g:, 1 x,i / < 1, slii E A) 
in (Jfex co fA. X being precompact in the complete space B,(X, Y), the net 
{fi} contains a T-d-convergent subnet fi, + f.  The limit f  is d-weakly compact 
16, Theorem 8, p. 16] and the net zi, : = Ciki h>f (x2) again contains a u( Y, Y’)- 
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convergent subnet q,s -+ z E I’. It then follows that yi,s ---f x, and X is collec- 
tively d-weakly compact. Similarly, (b’) implies the second part of (c’). 
Remark. Uniformly bounded sets of linear bounded operators in reflexive 
Banach spaces of infinite dimension show that (c’) does not imply (a’), (b’) in 
general. Furthermore, either condition (d’), (e’) (obtained from (d), (e) by 
replacing “JzZ- (%?-) precompact” by “&- (V-) weakly compact” and “pre- 
compact” by “relatively weakly compact”) is implied by (c’) but does not 
imply (c’) in general; also (d’), (e’) are in general incomparable. 
5. COLLECTIVELY G'-PRECOMPACT SUBSETS OF BE(X, 1') 
In [14] Palmer gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a subset 
x- CL(X, Y) (X, Y normed spaces) or for the set X’ of adjoints to be collec- 
tively (pre-) compact. One part of his results can be expressed for d-bounded 
operators as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Let Y be a normed space and S be a subset of B,(X, I’). Then S 
is collectively &‘-precompact isf .f is bounded in (Be(X, Y), Td) and for each 
E > 0 and A E & there is a closed subspace Z(E, A) of jinite codimension i  Y’ such 
that IIf; IZU II d <for allf E SF-. 
The proof makes use of an element of the linear theory [14, Theorem 3.2, 
p. 1031. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
We review the Urysohn integral operator f: C(S) -+ C(Q) (considered in [7, 
p. 1751) which is given by 
Here S, Q are compact Hausdorff spaces and C(S), C(Q) are the corresponding 
Banach spaces of R-valued continuous functions. Let M, be the Banach space 
of the R-valued continuous functions ‘p on [-CY, +a] with ~(0) = 0, c1 > 0, and 
M the locally convex space of the R-valued continuous functions on R with 
p;(O) = 0, endowed with the topology of compact convergence; for q~ E M, , let 
D,p, denote the modulus of continuity of v  and va := v  jt-ol,+.l for v  E M. Then 
the assumptions on K and X are as follows: 
(i) X is a positive regular measure on the u-algebra 9 of Bore1 sets in S 
with h(S) < co, 
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(ii) for every q E Q and A-almost all t E S, K(q, t): z t-+ K(q, t, Z) is an 
element of M and K(q, *). EL~,(S, .??I, A) for 01 > 0, 
(iii) supqso Ji II K(q, % II Wf) < ~0 and 1im6-o SUP~,O .fs &%, % @t) 
z 0, a > 0, 
(iv) JB Wq, t, z) Wt) is continuous in q E Q for all B E g, z E R. 
Let (pjj3y1 be a basis of polygonal approximation in M and (~~l\j”=i a corre- 
sponding sequence of coefficient functionals in M’ (which are linear combinations 
of evaluation functionals). If 
then (s,p)), + va in M, and K~ := supn // s, IILI, II < co, OL > 0. For rr E N let 
us define f,,: C(S) + C(Q) by 
Let x : = C(S), d : = (A,),,, ( A, := (x E X: Ij x 11 < 011, Y := C(Q), and let 
E be the space of functionals e: X + R to which there corresponds a function 
g: S -+ M (h-almost everywhere) with g(q), EL~=(S, a’, A), (Y > 0, such that 
ex = Jrg(t, x(t)) A(t), x E C(S); that is, to EA, there corresponds a space of 
Mm-valued Bochner-integrable functions. (E, Td) is complete, and for each 
/.L E Y’ = m(Q) [8, p. 2651 f;p corresponds to a function g,, of the separated 
form g = xy=r hj,upj , hj,u EL~(S, 9, A), SO that f,, E B,(X, Y), TI E N. Let 
01 > 0. We prove fnx -+ fx uniformly for x E A, . Given E > 0, (iii) implies that 
there exists 71 > 0 such that for every B E.% with h(B) < 17 we have 
and there exists a compact set C, C M, and for every q E Q a set S,., E 3? with 
X(S,.,) < 7 such that 
W(q, t)a: q E Q, t I S,n> C C, 
(see [7, pp. 170-1711). Then s,rp - v uniformly on C,, and there exists n(e) such 
that for 12 > n(~) we have 1) s,,‘p - F 11 < c/h(S) for v E C,, . It follows for x E A, , 
n b 44, q E Q, 
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Hence f,, --f in B,(X, I’) and Z : = {fn}noN is a Td-precompact subset of 
BE(X, k’). To see that the situations (a’), (b’) hold, one can either write fn = 
& Lj 0 Pi and observe that the mappings P,: C(S) ---f C(S), N -+ pj 0 x are 
bounded and the linear mappings Lj: C(S) - C(Q), x ++ (q w ss (v, , 
K(q, t)I> x(t) dh(t)) are weakly compact [8, p. 4931 or else one can show the weak 
compactness off,;: C(Q)’ - E by noting that it maps the unit ball B in ~cLz(Q) 
into a set of functions {xi:, lzj,,pj: p E B}, where (hj.,: p E B} is a bounded set of 
uniformly integrable functions in Ll(S, 53, A), and use the classical Pettis criterion 
for weak compactness in L:,*,&(S, a’, A) (Man := Span{p,, ,..., p,,} finite dimen- 
sional). In either case, one obtains (a’), (b’) by using parts of Theorem 3. It 
follows from (a’) that f  is weakly compact. We remark that f  is the most general 
(nonzero) weakly compact operator from C(S) into C(Q) which is uniformly 
continuous on bounded sets and satisfies the algebraic relation T(.r + xl + x2) = 
T(x + xl) + T(x + x2) - TX, for x, x1 , x2 E C(S) with x1 , x2 having disjoint 
support, and TO = 0 [7]. 
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